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m THE STRAGGLING ASTROLOGER.

ASTROLOGICAL NOTICES AND PREDICTIONS 
FOR SEPTEMBER 1824:

CALSl'LATED FROM THE NEW MOON OF AUGUST 24.

At the above lunation, the positions of the heavenly bodies are re
markable, the undoubted precursors of many strange events; the Moon, 
after her conjunction with the Sun, applies to the square of Saturn, 
lord of the houses of wealth and honour, while she claims prerogative 
over the eighth bouse! Hence will follow sickness, danger, and mor
tality ; jealousy and separations among married classes, and endless 
disappointments amongst the votaries of Venus. The physician, the 
sexton, and the undertaker, prosper. The slow but sure influence of 
the greater infoctemo is now dispensed upon the youthful, the grave, 
and the gar. Each submits to the imperious mandates of the destroyer. 
A lady of rank and fortune meets disgrace; another, death. While, 
on the other hand, both riches and honour are showered upop the 
worthless and undeserving. In a family of rank, a  casualty causes 
deep and unfeigned sorrow. Sodden news arrives: conjecture errs. 
The fiery Mars again begins to rear his standard: hut the-milder in
fluence of Jupiter quells the rising storm. A malicious attempt, or a 
slanderous libel, will soon occupy the public attention. But justice is 
bfindfoWed.

In foreign parts appear storm and hurricane. The fierce tornado 
and the sweeping Mast destroy both lives and property. The slave is 
factions, his owner unbending; murder, if not prevented by milder 
policy, soon follows.

At home, the harvest flourishes; the industrious farmer once more 
rejoices in the bounteous gifts of Ceres. Money is plentiful, but yet 
confined to few. A project of magnitude is discussed.

Time throws his veil over the rest, dll the ensuing lunation. Enough 
has already been spokeu to prove the validity of the science 1 

New Moon . . . Aug. 24. 2 h. 27' p. m.
First Quarter . . Aug. 31. 8 h . 43' a . m .
Fr.U Moon . . . Sept. 8. 11 h . 39^ a . m-.
Last Quarter . . Sept. 16. 7 h . 16' a. m .

R a p h a e l .



CONSTELLATI«S OF t I E  SOUTHERN CROSS. 1 *

THE CONSTELLATION
OF

T H E  S O U T H E R N  CROSS.

T he following account of this remarkable group of stars is takes 
from Professor Humboldt’s interesting travels.

“  The lower regions of the air. be conceives, were loaded with va
pours for some days. We saw distinctly, for the first tune, the Cross 
of the South only in the night at the 4th and 5th of July, in the 16th 
degree of latitude. It was strongly inclined, and appeared from time 
to tune between the Hoads; the centre of which, furrowed by nncon- 
densed lightnings, reflected a silver light.

** The pleasure felt on discovering the Southern Crass, was warmly 
shared by such of the crew as bad lived in the Colonies.

“  In the Solitude of the seas we hail the Cross as a friend, from whom 
we have long been separated; and among the Portuguese and Spani
ards, peculiar motives seem to increase this feeling, A religious sen
timent attaches them to the constellation; the form of which recalls the 
sign of the faith planted by their ancestors in the deserts of the new
found world.

«* The two great stars which mark the summit and the foot of the 
Cross having nearly the same right ascension, it follows, that the con
stellation is almost vertical at the moment it passes the meridian. This 
circumstance is known to every nation that lives beyond the tropics, or 
in the southern hemisphere.

“  It is known at what hour of the night, in different seasons, the 
Southern Cross is erect or inclined. It is a time-piece that advances 
very regularly nearly four minutes a day; and no other group of stars 
exhibits to the naked eye an observation of time so easily made..

“  How often have we heard our guides exclaim, in the Savannahs of 
Venezuela, or in the desert, extending from Lima to Truxillo, * Mid
night is past, the Cross begins to bend!’ How often these words re
minded us of that affecting scene, where Paul and Virginia, seated near 
the source of the river of Lataniers, conversed together for the last 
time, and when the Old Man, at the sight of the Southern Cross, warns 
them, * that it is time to separate.*

“  This constellation is in about IS5 deg. of longitude, and its south
O *2
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H  ar distance being oaly about 30 dog. it cannot bo seen in the north« 
era parts of Europe.*' ; «. 1 1 Mftf

The following beautiful lines, from the peu of Madame I lemuns, owe 
their origin to the above quotation.

In the silence and grandeur of midnight I treat!
Where savannahs in boundless magnificence spread ;
And bearing sublimely their snow-wreaths on high.
The far cordilleras unite with the sky.'

The fern-tree waves o*er me, the fire fly's red light,
With its quick glancing splendour, illumines the n ight;
And 1 read in each tint of the sky and the earth, . „ t nwhtl
How distant my steps from the place of my birth 1 .

But to thee, as thy load-stars resplendently burn 
In their clear depths of blue, with devotion 1 turn,
Bright Cross of the South 1 and beholding thee shine,
Scarce regret the loved land of the olive and vine.

Thou recaUest the ages, when first o'er the main 
My fathers unfolded the streamers of Spain,■ l yiTjsnscae ,boA 
And planted their faith in the regions that see onrafts sdi ¿S 
Its unperishing symbol emblazon’d in thee! nunoM ‘diod »

How oft, in their course o'er the oceans unknown,
Where all was mysterious, and awfully lone, aTAtttfTx*'
Hath their spirit been cheer’d by thy light, when the deep 
Reflected its brilliance in tremulous sleep, odt 8° „wA

As the vision that rose to the Lord of the world 
When first his bright banner of faith was unfurl'd—
Even such, to the heroes of Spain, when their prow 
Made the billows a path of their glory, wert thou!

And to me, as I traverse the world of the west,
Through deserts of beauty i in stillness of rest,'
By forests and riverfe, untamed in their pride,
Thy beams have a language, thy course is a guide.'

Shine on 1 my own land is a far-distant spot, «. |(-f caiifF
And the stars of thy spheres can enlighten it n o t 0j j
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And the eyes which 1 love, though e’en now they may be 
0*er the firmament warn!’ring,‘ can gaze riot on thee!

But thou to my thoughts art the pure blazing shrine,
A fount of bright hopes, and of visions divine;
And my soul,as an eagle, exulting and free,
Soars high o'er the Andes, to mingle with thee!

&f)t gtstrological (ftalenUar:
Being a Calculation o f  the different Days, which; according to the 

Doctrine o f  Planetary Influence, may be expected to he either for
tunate or unfortunate, as they relate to

LOVE, MARRIAGE, BUSINESS, GAIN, TRAVELLING, &c. 
FROM AUG. 28, TO S E P t .  4, INCLUSIVE.

FO RTU N A TE FOR LOVE AND 

MARRIAGE. '

Aug. 29, especially the forenoon.
Sept. 2, the afternoon.

3, both morning and even
ing are amazingly fortunate.

FORTUNATE FOR BUSINESS ANb 

GAIN.

Aug. 28, the morning.
30, the evening.

Sept. 3, the morning of this day, 
and especially about noon, is 
very favourable, also, after 8 
o’clock in the evening.

UNFORTUNATE FOR LOVE AND 

MARRIAGE.

Aug. 30, the evening, - 
31, the morning.

Sept. I , the morning.

UNFORTUNATE FOR BUSINESS 

AND G A IN . '

Aug. 28, the evening.
31, the morning.

Sept. 2, the morning.

FORTUNATE FOR SPEED IN 
TR A V E L L IN G ,  &C,

Aug. 28, the morning.
Sept. 3, all day.

UNFORTUNATE FOR TRAVEL

LING, CAUSING DELAT. 
Aug. 30, all day.
Sept. 1, the afternoon.

value to all those who 
iii theiir favour, wifi be con-

This calendar being of such extraordinary 
would wish to have ** celestial influences”  
tinued weekly.
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THE EXPERIMENT AX ASTROXOGER:,
BEING A COMPLETE GLIDE TO THK CHOICEST SECKETS OF THE ASTRAL 

SCIENCE; CONTAINING ALSO A MINUTE INVESTIGATION OF THE ERRO
NEOUS PRECEPTS HANDED DOWN TO POSTERITY BY THE NUMEROUS 

AUTHORS WHO HAVE WRITTEN ON THE SUBJECT, WITH A DISCLOSURE 

OF MANY IMPORTANT SECRETS RELATIVE TO THE OATjC'CTLATING A NA
TIVITY, AND VARIOUS OTHER IMPORTANT MATTERS WHICH HAVE NE
VER YET BEEN MADE PUBLIC.

In compliance with the wishes of several respectable correspond
ents, who hate requested us to write our opinions upon this.sul^eo** in 
preference to certain observations which have already a p p e a r e d , - re
specting different branches of the science, and which, although excel
lent in tbeir way, have not been calculated to convey that information 
relative to individual fa te , Which is so ftiuch ¿Ought after by the astro
logical student,—we have begun the present article, the fir s t  of a re
gular series, upon the same subject of experimental astrologyv which 
will not only be void of all the confused opinions of ancient authors, but 
will Contain scientific axioms 'deduced from the attentive examination 
of more than a thousand nativities. In short, nothing will be advanced 
m these articles but what the scientific student may rely on, as being 
consonant with the most rational, experimental, and choicest precepts 
of siderial philosophy. In pursuing this plan we will first treat of

. , TH E MUNDANE ASPECTS TO TH E ANGLES OF A N A T I V I T Y .

PAin f̂any astrologers of no small skill in the science of the stars have 
bewildered themselves, amidst a labyrinth of errors, in endeavouring

X Id establish the exploded doctrine of directing the angles in the zodiac.
: That there can be no truth in this proeess is ev id en tfo r  the* ascend

ant and mid-heaven are but imaginary points in the heavens j having 
Botbmg to do with the zodiac, but as being the points where the Sun 
~dr any other planet rises and culminates; and they, alone derive tbeir 
'efficacy from their mundane position—the ascendant,, as being that 
part of the horizon wherein a star first appears visible, and the micU 
h e a v e n  as the zenith» or greatest altitude which it obtains. ,The whole 
of the mundane aspects are founded upon this hypothesis, being formed 
by the diurnal inotion of the earth from west to east, by which itieans 
the various stars and planets are brought in aspect with the aforesaid
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angles and subdivisions of tho horoscope, or celestial figure. There
fore, to prove tbe fallacy of zodiacal directions # to these angles, it is 
only necessary to mention, that this latter system of zodiacal aspects is 
founded upon the path of the Sim and planets as they move in their va
rious, orbits, which can have nothing to do with the diurnal motion of 
the earth, nor with the ascending horizon, the mid-heaven, or any of 
these peculiar angles formed by such motion.

To illustrate this, we have repeatedly taken the genesis of an indivi
dual, and directed the ascendant to the square or opposition of Saturn 
or Mars in the zodiac, which, had there been any truth in such mode, 
would have produced something very remarkable for malevolence; more 

! especially, where the ascendant was hyleg! But, on the contrary, no
thing occurred of any magnitude; a convincing proof of the rule being 
ferr.oneoiiSi. r- On other occasions we have directed the mid-heaven to the 
trine of Jupiter—most fortunately placed (in the zodiac); but no ho
nours came to the expectant native. In many other instances zodiacal 
directions have proved fallacious.

gjhi¡In the nativity of Harris the aeronaut (page 61), the planet Mars 
>is found in zodiacal square to the ascendant, which would have evi
dently denoted a violent death, if this, mode were correct; but behold, 

& Jupiter, is also in a close trine to the same point, applying by bis retro- 
gradation thereto: this, in the opinion of almost every astrologer, would 
have neutralized the argument of a violent death, as-Jupiter is known 
to destroy most efficaciously the violence of Mars. So that under sqch 
an erroneous system, no truth would have resulted from an inspection 
of his geniture. But upon a close inspection thereof by the correct 
rules of the science, the astrologer perceives that Mars is in almost 
exact mundane sesquiquadrate (an evil aspect) to the ascendant, the 
giver of hfe? and now, Jupiter lends not a single ray to that point by 
the; mundane« process. No wonder, then, that his life was ended 

..^violently, as tho ingenious artist therein predicted.. . j..
sinS Many other examples might be brought forward (and probably may,
' hereafter) to prove the truth of what has been advanced ;i but as the 

nativity (page 61) is perfectly correct as to time, there can be neither 
1 fraud nor collusion in the premises drawn therefrom.

' Tbe H o r o s c o p e , or A s c e n d a n t , may be aspected by any star or 
b planet in nine different ways ; viz.
-■■’I. 1. The Conjunction, or when a planet is brought by the diurnal no- 
i tionof the earth to the ascending horizon. ti !,. ,,, ,
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2. The Opposition, when the planet is brought by the same motion 
to the descending horizon. , . . .  0 • * e vT

3t Tbe Square or Quartile aspect, or when a star or planet culirii~ 
nates, or is brought to the zenith or nadir {the tenth or fourth houses).

4. Tbe Trine aspect, when they arrive at the cusp of the ninth o r
fifth.houses. adf nsrit ^¿blrtitri *10 QtnnUnln

5. The Sextile aspeot, when they are in fehei same line as the mun- 
dane position of the eleventh or third bouses. o q  ysbii yd «v.ieumifto')

« m i m m t d  m  be continued,/ n j.vm enuioife my, ¡h?i£>£j2

rf’t\) '..h'. fj • • .THE ijrWtnUOISL : .?»>'£* UJ
CHARACTER OF PYTHAGORAS3, 11 

THE GREAT G R E C I A N  A'S'Tr!cV£6 c l I k !

Here dwelt the man divine, whom Samos’bore,
But’how self-bahish’d from his native shore,
Because he hated tyfdhts ; nor could hear
The chains which none but servile souls will wear.

Hd, though from Heaven remote, to heaven could moye 
With'strength of mind, and tread th’ abyss above.; .
And penetrate, with His interior light,
Those upper depths which nature hid from s ig h t;
And what he had observed and learnt from'thence,
Loved in familiar language to dispense.

The crowd with silent admiration stand;
And heard him as they heard their God’s command, 
While he discoursed of Heaven’s mysterious laws,
The world’s original, and nature’s cause!
And what was God; and why the fleecy snows 
in silence fell, and rattling winds arose!
What shook the steadfast earth ; and whence begun 
The dance of planets round the radiant sun i 
If thunder wRs the voice of angry Jove ;
Or clouds, with nitre pregnant, burst above.
Of these, and things beyond the common reach,
He «poke, and charm’d his audience with his speech,.
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T A L I S M A N S .

In the whole circle of the Theurgic art, there is scarcely any thing; 
more abstruse or intricate, than the mystical art of talismans. The 
practice has occasionally received much opposition, and been treated 
by contumely, by those persons who are either unable to comprehend 
the secret yet sublime mystery of nature, or unwilling to give credence 
to any thing beyond the immediate sphere of their own comprehension; 
and on the other hand, the art has stood its ground with firmness amidst 
the change of ages. Mourning rings, miniatures, lockets, devices, 
mottoes, armorial bearings, and the “ boast .of heraldry,*' are all so 
many relics of talismanic learning. . . ,.> jirv » • , (l , ; ¿

Sunt lachrymse rerum et mentem inortalia tangunt. Vir g il .

Most persons must be aware, that pleasant sensations are often pro
duce^ by images of a pleasant nature; and not only this, but that in
describable sensations are often produced by an undefined combination 
of forms. Hence we are in the .habit' of attributing even to inanimate 
bodies an air of grandeur, something of solemnity, a striking appear
ance, &c. which is a proof that these bodies or forms contain something 
which has a tendency to excite these respective emotions, and which 
lays firm hold of the mind, by swaying it towards them, through an 
occult and imperceptible sympathy.

It requires no great degree of credence in the astrologer, to believe 
in the effects of talismans ; for if (as can be proved) the heavenly bo
dies are at times more propitious and fortunate in their influence over 
terrestrial objects than at others;, why, should not the Theurgist be 
able, from his close observance, of nature in her most retired forms, to 
render the images or talismans he constructs malevolent or propitious, 
according as the constellation, under which he makes them, partakes 
of either; and this by a true and never-failing sympathy, which the as
trologer knows to subsist between celestial and terrestrial objects, at 
all times and in all climates. ¿

The celestial influence, although the chief, is not the only, cause of 
talismanic effects, for there are causes far more occult and secret, which 
have been discovered by the indefatigable pursuits of the ancients; 
and which have never yet been made known to the world, partly through 
the tendency which mankind have to thipk lightly of that which is
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within their eaBpTeifcNi&ioo, And partly ttiitMlgh the inadequate reasons 
which could be assigned lisr edicts approaching to supernatural power 
over mundane affairs.

Suffice it. however, that such effects are possible to every scientific 
Theorist, who makes the sympathetic “properties of nature his chief 
study, and pursues her mysteries with undivided attention. But to 
define the principle on which these cases act, to learn scientifically 
forms, times, and ingredients, which will produce proposed effects on 
given objects, even though the form  may not, to the minutest inspec
to r , betray its intention;—nay, though it be concealed in an envelope, 
ac buried in the earth ; and farther, although the maker of the talis
man has never been within a thousand leagues of the person intended 
to he effected!—To accomplish this, is, undoubtedly, a great a r t ; and 
je t it is an art which has been more or less perfectly know n to philo
sophers of all ages, and in most quarters of the habitable globe. Ex
amples of which shall be given hereafter.

EXPLANATION OF THE TALISMAN
IN

THE FRONT PAGE.

According to the opinion of the ancient theurgists, this talisman is 
under the dominion of the Sun and Jupiter. I t  is to be cast of the pu
rest grain tin, in the day and hour of Jupiter, at a time when these 
planets are in mutual aspect to each other, from the signs <y>> «SI* °r t » 
and during the increase of the Moon. The characters are to be en
graven an the same in the day and hour of Mercury, likewise during 
the Moon’s increase.

It may be suspended about the neck, or worn about any part of the 
body, so that it may be kept secret to all but the wearer. Its effects 
are, to give the roost decisive victory over enemies,—to defend against 
their machinations,—and to inspire the wearer thereof with the most 
remarkable confidence.

The form  and manner o f making the talisman is taken from  a valu
able original MS. in the British Museum, which was transcribed by 
order o f  the late Sin R . C o s r i r .
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THE OCCULT PHILOSOPHER:
CONSISTING of

ohuoorv ^CASiO^AL BIOGRAPHICAL ANECDOTES, &c. 4
iar t i . '  ts d  adfetsii V  i u , - of  e m i n e n t  

oi lutf ASTROLOGERS AND MAGICIANS, 
yfliisnmroop axi d or , \., w i t h

'  f*Aki?ATTV£s OF FXTRAORIHNARY VISIONS, PROPHECIES, Ac.

' (t*6ntJiiue<t from p. ‘Tpl.)

PREDICTION OF THE CELEBRATED WILLIAM LILLY, RELATIVE

TO THE tfRENCfl NATION.
T h is  "celebrated astrologer thus prophesied of the French nation 

in the year 1(526 “ And it shall coine to pass, when the kin» and
pebple!t»fFrance have committed art act o f  great and flagrant treachery 
towards this land, that the Lord shall avenge his faithful people, with 
vengeanee a hundred fold. For he shall send an angel of dissension 
among the perfidious Gauls; they shall massacre each other for rears 
of years, and prey upon their own flesh. The king sfutU seek an asy
lum he shall not f n d y and his desolate family shall beg their bread 
o f their aneient enemies

It scarcely need be hinted, how plainly this prediction has heeu in 
every part verified.

PR EDICTION RELATIVE TO THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.

The following remarkable passage is taken from the Complete 
Magazine fo r  October 1764, p. 868.

’ “ They (the parliaments of Franee) await the moment to strike the 
blow that shall lay the fabric of despotism in ruins! When this blow 
Tb Struck, the «fleets of it will be equal to those of magic. The cottage 
will be put on a level with the palace; the peasant with the prince; 
ranks shall be confounded. Titles, distinctions, and birth, shall tumble’ * * \\ ' dj . % • V ‘ ‘A i i  . ;into an undistinguished heap of confusion; a new moral creation shall 
strike the view of an admiring universe; and France, like old Rome 
in her first flights to empire, shall appear with the sceptre of universal 
dominion bourgeoning in her hands. Out of universal confusion, order 
shall arise; the great, of nature's creating, will assiuno their placos; 
and the great, by title and accident, will drop despised into the com
mon mass of the people.”
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PREDICTION RELATIVE TO CANBYSE9, K I N G  OF P E R S IA .

Cambyses, king oi Persia, was told by the oracle, that he should 
die at Echatana; he, therefore, concluding that ho should finish his 
life at Echatana, in Media, did studiously avoid goinjf* th ither: but 
when, by the foiling of his sword out of its scabbard, and his falling 
Hjpoa it, be was deadly wounded in his thigh, being then in Syria, he 
inquired the name of the place ; and beiug informed it  was Echatana, 
he acknowledged it was his fate to die there, and that ho had hitherto 
mistaken the name of the place.'1

A SINGULAR PR EDICTION OF AN ASTROLOGER*
11 I | 1, 9 9 ■ E J* a  a - ■  ̂  ̂ t

Johannes M actinias, born in Belgia, was a very good painter ; and 
being in Italy, he was told by an astrologer, that “  when he came to 
Geneva, he should then die." He gave not much credit to this pre
diction; but it so fell out, that he was . sent for t^ J^e^n, by Thomas 
Scbopsius, a physician, on purpose to illustrate the jurisdiction of 
Bern by chorographical tables.;

He bad now almost finished the designed tables, and was entered 
upon that which contains Geneva; when, while he was laying down 
the situation, and writing the name of that city, he was suddenly 
seized upon with the plague, which, at that time, furiously raged 
thereabouts, and died anno 1577, in the month of August.

PREDICTION OF SYLLA TO CA LIGULA T H E  ROMAN EMPfiWoR.

C. Caligula consulted Sylla the astrologer and mathematician, about 
bit nativity, who told him, that “  a certain death, was now near unto 
him»" He was also admonished by the Sortes Antiatinm, that ¡‘‘ .ho 
should beware.of Cassius upon which he gave orders fur the killing 
of Cassias Longinus, the then procousul.of Asia, being.altogether un
mindful that Chorea, the tribune, was also called Cassius, by ,whose 
conspiracy and sword he died. ti j.; ^ai^ool ,o«tmi*e8 eh ,b

.f l jy tn  . W A L T E R ,  EARL OF ATHOL. ( K A luhup t )  gid'l

Walter, earl of Athol, conspired the muider of Jumes I. king of 
Scotland, m hope* to be crowned, being encouraged by certain sor
cerers, whom he kept about him, who foretold “  he should lie crowned 
<tnd “  crowned" he was, but not with the crown oi the kingdom, but of
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red hot iron, clapped upon his head; which was one of the tortures by 
which, at once, he ended his wicked days and traitorous designs.

Upon this occurrence the interesting romance of the Spaewife is 
founded. ;

PR EDICTION OF T H E DEATH OF HANNIBAL.

Hannibal, the Carthaginian general, famous in history, was told by 
the oracle, “  that the earth of Libyssa should cover his corpse*”  
While, therefore,, he was in a foreign country, he was not very appre
hensive of any danger, as thinking he should die in his own country of 
Libya. But there is a river in Bythiuia called Libyssus, and the 
fields adjoining, Libyssa; in this country he drank poison, and, dying, 
confessed that the oracle had told him truth, but in a different manner 
to what he had understood it.

EX T R A O R D IN A R Y  VOICE— W ARNING TO QUIT A DANGEROUS

HOUSE.

From Calmet's ”  Dissertation on Apparitions.'*

A gentleman in France, by profession a lawyer, and, as is usual 
for lawyers there, a counsellor of the parliament of Paris, being in 
bed, and fast asleep, was awaked by a voice, which repeated several 
times something which he could not understand; but he got up, on this 
extraordinary occasion, and wrote down the words, which he had 
heard, in French characters, as follows:. “ Apithi, onk osphrainay ten 
seen apsychian.”  Having done so, he endeavoured to sleep again, but 
could not shut his eyes all the rest of the night, the strange w’ords con
tinually sounding in his ears; and finding himself extremely uneasy, 
he determined to rise, and pass the tinio away by studying a cause 
which he had to report that morning; but still the strangeness of the 
noise dwelt so upon his mind, that he could not at all fix his attention ; 
he therefore went to a coffee-house very early, where, meeting with 
some friends, he shewed them the slip of paper he had written from 
the unaccouutable articulation he had heard; when a person present, 
M. de Saumaise, looking at it, declared the words to bo Syriac, and to 
mean, literally, “  Depart, hast thou no apprehension o f  thy death f** 
This translation was received with a loud laugh, and the warning 
treated as a jest and an invention j but the gentleman takiug it in a 
more serious light, left his house the saute day, and it fell fiat to-the 
ground the following night ! ■
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EXTRAORDINARY W A R N IN G S FROM J O S E P H U S  T H E  H IST O R IA N .

Josephus relates, that a little before the destruction of the temple of 
Jerusalem, there were heard in the night voices crying out, M Let us 
leave this place, woe and destruction is here !”

EXTRAORDINARY VISION IN A DREAM,.  R E L A T E D  BY

DR. HBRVEY.

Doctor Hervey, who was afterward fellow of the Collège-of Phy
sicians in London, being then a young man, was setting out upon his 
travels, and coming to Dover, with several others, produced his pass 
to the governor, as the rest of those who were with him also did ; but 
the governor told him he must not go, for he had a1 commission to stop 
him.

The doctor was surprised, and begged to know what he had done, 
that he should detain him ? The governor told him, it was his will to 
have it so, the reason he should know hereafter.

The packet-boat hoisted sail in the evening, and set off, it  being then 
very fair, with all the doctor’s companions hr itg bid?, ère long, a Sud
den storm arose, the packet-boat overset, and all thé passengers were 
drowned. The sad news of'which was the next-day brought1 to Dover'; 
then the governor told the doctor the reason of his stopping him; thotigh 
behad no reaf knowledge of him, only by name ; but that'*the night 
before he came there, he had a perfect vision in a  drëarti o f  Dr; Her
vey’s eoraingto pass over to Calais, and had warning tò stop him frodi 
going ! This the govèrnor affirmed to ‘the doctor ; and h e  bleâ&ed 'his 
good angel for the care ofh1itt.i,m< 5 J n *

This story the doctor often related tb his friends in the metropolis.'1’

PR E D IC T IO N  OF A SCOTCH SEER* '*<1

In the latter part of the 15th century, there lived in Scotland a man 
named Thomas Lermouth, who was considered as a prodigy, for thè 
gift of foretelling future events. He had‘foretold, hiattyagefc before it 
happened, the union of England and Scotland, in the ninth degree -of 
Bruee*» blood, with the succession of Bruce himself to the crown, being 
yet a child.

The day before the death of Alexander,- he told thè Earl of March, 
that before the next day at noon, such a tempest should blow, as Scot
land had not felt many years before. The next morning proving clear
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and serene, the Earl rallied Thomas with the fallacy of his prediction. 
** Noon is not yet past,’* replied Lermouth; and soon after arrived a 
messenger with news of the king’s sudden death. “  This,”  cried the 
seer, “  is the tempest I f o r e s a w a n d  such, indeed, it eventually 
proved.

( To be continued.)

C H O I C E  S E C R E T S  
IN NATURAL AND OCCULT PHILOSOPHY:

EXTRACTS FROM RA RE AN D CU RIOU S AUTHORS, O R I G I N A L

M A N U S C R I P T S ,  &C.

No. I . —A s t r o l o g i c a l .

T h ey  will have the palsy, or be so that they cannot move them
selves, or will be given to tremble, in whose nativities the Moon is in 
an angle with Saturn, Saturn then being under the beams of the Sun, 
by which be becomes in combustion.
I When unfortunate planets are in angles, and the Sun or Moon ap

plies to them corporally, or by opposition, it signifies that the party 
then born will be either crook-backed, or will h a lt; or it signifies the 
destruction or loss of some member, especially if  the Moon be with the 
Dragon’s Tail, in these signs qp, S , SB, III, or y f , chiefly when in 
the beginning or end of the sign.

For.curing diseases of the stone or gravel, the ancient learned did 
engrave on a plate of copper the figure of a scorpion, in the hour of 
Saturn; the third face of Aquarius arising with Saturn therein.

For the gout, they made it under the sign Pisces ; and for the help
ing or bettering of the memory, they made a ring of pure gold, wherein 
was enclosed a diamond under the conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter in 
Aries.

When the sign of the sixth house is Libra and Mars in the same 
house, it signifies grief, and pains of the eye.

M E D I C A L ,  P H I L O S O P H I C A L ,  AND S Y M P A T H E T IC A L .

White lilies will turn red, i f  warily and diligently you open the clefts 
of the roots, and fill the same with any red colour; then set the same 
in a fat dunged earth.
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Query U—Br F f l iu i f U A .
Élfe tW fèuMt f k n d k l t o t  «M ietisi d ignities¿ a t e  i f  W tas, m

• W  part s f  A i  a tea e  a n  A iy  pbced ì  *  V

Query % By T . 45. H.
U b A  te tee e w t  approved a t e t e  o f taflteag tee  Part o f Frit ear >

Query 3.— By  Ju l ia « H t f i t  Mob k o l

Cm  a penami, v ite  propriety* A a y tee  t e i r t e .  o f  pb m u r j  is> 
flamcCfVWail »  vefl known, teat mate physicians o f e e ia a ta r ateal  
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TO ÇOKJ1 LSPO* DESTS.
Hi a L---- G. SI rat rase, is takeate , is answer loins profite rrqiot,

teat a t SepUwfcn 234* 1795, at nooo, te e  planets were liras pa s ted :
Wf- ' ndi. > • —: ■

0  o  Ö . .  23
> é  21 . 10
5  a  IT  « 41

It 27 . 30
A te l 3  -  4 0
9 OH 24  . 20
$ Or 12 .  11
9  «4 4  , GO
ß  & 20 . 2

TW Pars Fwtaase, at tee tene be meations, fidi ia æ  6* 2 4 '., TV  
eaVatateras W regnest«, «ball be ficowarded as desired.


